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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. eat'8dropping into chutes from which they plll!8 to the 1, a negative is made which hail a uniform tone in th� high 1 design coneD of
. 
the repreeentation of a fO�in in :n 

receivin receptacle, to be removed from thence to the lights, producing a clear or non-printing epace m the outstretch� position. T�e mat �ffect is p �ced � Engineering. odpof �he wagon. . positive print on he stone, zinc or copper plate, so �at . shado�� hnes at the mArginaJ portions of the skm, thus 
LEV A OR : k: FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTOR. - omas lights corresponding to the high lights on the object pho- NOTE.-Copies of an� of the above patents will be 

E T AND CONVEYER -Lewis A Th 1 the tlnished print shows clear white spaces In the hIgh 
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producmg a relief effect. 

fark, Townsbury, N. J. A centraIl� PIvoted trac IS 
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W. Sample, New Washington, Ind. This is an improve- I tographed This work has formerl� been done bv the furnished b� Munn & Co, for 25 cents each. Please adapted to move horizontall� on an upnght �rta�le open ment In devices to be attached to planting �achines, to artist with tools or acid. send name of the patentee, title of invention, and date frame, a carnage running on the track past Its PIvot and distribute the fertilizer at he time the seed IS planted. . f tho throngh the frame, there being a �and chain mechan- I It is adapted to evenl� distribute the fertilizer In front of LEDGER INDEX.-Frankhn A. R an."'l
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r.�������������� !!!!!, ism for moving the carriage and detachable braces I and behind each hill of com or sow it In drills if desired. Farle�, la. This is a device of simple form, constItuting 

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS. for the ends of the track to s�pport .it at both end� at B� means of a valve of novel construction the feed of no part of the ledger itself, but arranged for �dI1� post-right angles to the frame. The mvention affords a s�m- the fertilizer is perfectl� controlled, and means are also ing he desired names and convenientl� fi�ding the de- THE TRANSITION CURVE, BY OFFSETS pIe and strong machine for lifting and placing building provided to regulate he speed of the distributor, to make sired page of an� account, and also indicating he proper AND BY DEFLECTION ANG LES_ By materials or other heav� articles, the braces strengthen- it drop fast or slow. ledger where several are need_ In a casing open at one C. L_ Crandall, C. E. First edition_ ing the extended portions, and the machine being in side and at the top are pivoted L-shaped frames with New York: John Wiley & Sons_ 1893. very compact shape to be hauled about. 
Miscellaneous. arms and adapted to hold index leaves, transverse shafts Pp. V, 64. Price $1.50. ELEVATED RAILWAy.-John N. Val- In the casing having arms p�voted to the arms of the This little handbook is designed for use b� the civil en-le�, Jerse� Cit�, N. J. An improved traveling carriage GAS METER CONNECTION. -Albert H frames and with handles at theIr outer ends for turning gineer in la�g out railroads. It refers mOre particularl� or hanger has been designed b� this inventor, suitable Gindele, Jerse� Cit�, N. J. This is an improvement in- hem. to the change from the level straight track to the inclined for suspending an� desired form of car, and positivel� tended for use as a substitute for the solder joints usu- S L E I  G H .  - Friederich A. Schaefer, I circular track. This change must natnrall� be made an to prevent its derailment. The carriage has four stand- all� produced between the thimble of a union nut and Truckee, Cal. This sleigh has drive wheels held vert!- eas� one in order to prevent disturbances to rolling stock ards, constituting with a bottom band and uniting bars a the end of the lead pipe, and also between a common call� adjustable on the sides of its platfonn, wbereb� the and twisting of the trucks. Th� point is to ma�e the frame In which are journaled suspension wheels and nipple that is used to join th" lead pipe connection to an sleigh ma� be conveuientl� propelled and steered over Inclination of the roadbed proportional to the centrifu�al safe� wheels, the treads of the latter being spaced suf- iron pipe. The lead pipe is radiall� fianged at the end, and the ice and snow without danger of sinking the wheels force at ever� point. This statement from the opemng ficientl� below the runuing wheels to receive the rails on it is an externall� threaded sleeve, while a threaded too deep into the snow. Besides the main runners, this paragraph of the book is the keynote to the work, which, between them, he lIanges of bo h wheels being on the thimble is screwed Into the pipe, and a junction nut sleigh has auxiliary runners adapted to be fastened at with its detailed description of methods and full tables, inside of the track raUs. The Invention also provides threaded In two diameters engages the sleeve and thim- their ends to the main runners, and near Its forward end covers a very interesting field for he civil engineer. an improVed track and support therefor, whereb� the ble, a union nut connecting the thimble with a meter are fulcrumed rudders connected by a cord with ha�dles A POPULAR HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY strain on the r8l1s is distributed. post. in easy reach of the operator. B� means of :vheels Jour- DURING THE NINETEENTH CENTURY_ CENTRIFUGAL SHAFT GOVERNOR- PHOSPHATE SEPARATOR AND DISIN- naled in the front, the front end of the sleIgh ma� be By Agnes M. Clerke_ Third edition. George s. Neele�, PacifiC, Mo. This invention con- TEGRATon.-George Guild, Knoxville, Tenn. This in- raised off the snow or Ice, the wheels being normall� London: Adam & Charles Black_ sis's principall� of a pivoted eccentric disk adapted to vention pro�des a re�olubl� receptacle In� which ex- folded back out of contact with the snow or Ice. 1893. Pp. XV, 573. Price $4_ move across the driving shaft of the engine, and �n- I tend B�am pIpes, �nd m whIch the p�osphatic earth ma� SLED PROPELLER -A further improve- We hhve recentl� had occasion to review Professor nected with a central gear yieldiIll!;I� connected WIth I be &gItated and slm�taneouBI� s�bJected to blasts of ment of the same inventor provides a:sleigh adapted to be Mach's work upon the histor� of physics. Miss Clerke'S the hub of the governor wheel secured to the driving I steam, the filtrate bemg then str8ln� awa� f�m t!te readil� propeUedandsteeredovericeor snow,eitherb� he production does for modem astronom� what Professor shaft, weighted and spring-pressed segmental gear i nodules or pebbles. The apparatus IS comparativel� m- occupant or b� a suitable motor within he sleigh bod�. Mach's has done for the kindred scieuces. To the present wheels being mounted to turn on the governor wheel f expensive, and the method is very efficient. On each side of the sleigh box Is a shaft carrying a pad- work nothing but praise can be awarded. Its treatment and in mesh at opposite sides with the central gearwheel. S 'I.' E A M I N  G ApPARATUS.-Henry G_ die wheel operated by a crank arm b� a person in the is very thorough, its history Is brought down to a The device is of very sim�l� �d durab�e construction, Hall, Blacksburg, S. C. A,kettle with its ba� on a fur- sleigh, the paddles engaging the snow or ice to propel recent da�, and the chapters on spectroscop� and recent and ver� effective and sensItive 1D operati.on, to a�rate- nace, and circulating pipes extending under the base and steer the sleigh. methods of Investigation and on the attack of celesI� g�vern the mo�on of the valve and msure umform plate, whereb� the water ma� be readil� heated to a tem- BICYCLE.-Sa muel A. Donnelly, Chica- tial problems are of the greatest interest. The book is runnlDg of the engllle. perature of about 275° F, is arranged to accommodate go, Ill. This wheel has a diamond-shaped frame formed ver� beautifull� illustrated and forms an admirable com-a series of circularl� traveling baskets containing filled of four metal rods bent to form a double diamond frame pendlum of the work done in our centur� by astronomers. Mechanical. cans or other articles to be steamed. Each of the baskets and having heir rear ends arranged approxi.nultel� par_ 
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S A W C O T  T ON GIN.-Nathan Wh al- Is engaged b� an arm connected with a llange on a sleeve aile!, there being Jink-shaped fittings upon the rods in 

le�, Fort Pa�ne, Ala. In this machine a revoluble turning on the upper part of a central lIue, and the advance of their rear extremities. The vehicle Is very 
toothed huller is arranged near the saws and beneath the wheels of the basket carriages travel in the bottom of light and strung, while the frame is peculiarl�. adapted chute, and fingered or toothed huller bars near the saws the kettle, the wheeled baskets being conveniently lifted for a simplified driving gear In he parts most liable to 8 U I L DIN a E D I T ION. and the back portion of the chute, a pair of carding rolls iu or out of the kettle for filling or emptying Or moving get loose in bic�cles, which are stronger, owing to fewer being arranged parallel above the saws, while there Is a to and from the packing room. connectiOlIS. third carding roll between the pair of rolls and the saws, METHOD OF PRESERVING WOOD.- CHAIR.-Thomas S. King, Cincinnati, to clean the larger rolls. Ordinary gin saws are used, and Francis Hal!, Tacoma, Washington. This invention re- O. The combined folding and swinging chair designed the feed and speed generall� be perfectl� controlled, but lates more particularl� to the treatment of wood for pro- b� this inventor is of simple and inexpensive construethe cotton ma� be cleaned of foreign matter before it is tecting it from the ravages of the teredo, as well as tion, quickl� and easU� set up and taken down, and delivered to he saws, thus obviating danger of fire b� other forms of animal life, also rendering the wood less when not in nse it can be folded and packed In ver� friction and damage to the saws. The saws are not I inllammable. It comprises subjecting the wood to the small space. It has two upright side standards, and the necessarily forced deepl� Into the roll of seed cotton, action of a solution of alkaline h�drates in connection chair frame as weB as he uprights .aremadeoflIat metal, thus providing against kinking or otherwise injuring the with alkaline carbonates and one or more of the follow- the frame comprising a seat frame, a back frame and a lint. ing salts: Alkaline aluminates, alkaline silicates, alkaline dr(.p frame pivoted to the opposite ends of the seat 

C E N T  R I FUGAL MACHINE.-Leon F. chromates, alkaline arsenates orarsenites, alkaline sulph· frame. The back, seat and drop frames are covered b� Haubtman, New Orleans, La. Within a stationary shell ideo or alkaline sulphide solution of metallic sulphides. a single piece of cloth stretched over the sections and or curb from which a discharge spout delivers to chutes the processes varying WIth the w� and purposes for wound at opPQ@ite.ends upon top and bottom croB8� 
is suspended a revolving basket with perforated sides, Which treated. . the cloth being so retained that it Is impossible for It to 
and permitting the free circulation of steam, air, or gas, CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS_·-Wil- sag in the back or seat. 
between the basket and curb. Secured to the. bottom of liam M. M�ers, Hannibal. Mo. The wall, according to WASHING MACHINE.-Mary A_ M arks, the basket is a fan comprising a plate turning above the this improvement, is composed of brick laid longitudi- Toledo, o. This machine Is designed to facilitate the annular channel in the curb bo�m, and a number of nall�, wooden strips disposed between each course of thorongh washing of clothes without bolling, either becurved blades secured to the under SIde of the plate, the brick and mortar Courses between the faces of the strips fore or after the washing, and In such manner as will fan blowing lightly to the Inner periphery of the curb, and the brick, the outer edges of the wood sectiollil being avoid all possible Injur� to the garments. With this Imand not allOwing the escape of water, moisture, or steam, set back from the edges of the brick to form grooves in provement the clothes are not rubbed, but receive first a where It would come in contact with the dry sugar dis- which the cement filling is placed. The main purpose of satnrating, then a preB8ing and theu a rinsing to remove charging from the basket. The machine is especially the invention is to lessen the cost of construction, redue- the dirt. A lever is pivoted on a standard in the middle designed to facilitate the separation of liquids from solids ing the quantit� of brick and labor b� abo�t one-half as of the suds box lid, plungers extending from the lever In the sugarmanufacture. compared with ordinary building. through apertures in the lid, there being clothing carriers 

W I  R E S  H E  A R So-Louis Townsend, STORE SERVICE ApPARATus_-James on the lower ends of the plungers, consisting each of an Evansville, Ind. This is a tool for the use of firemen R. Pollock, Mansfield, Ohio. This improvement relates open bottom casing with top apertures. and others who ma� have to cut electric wires. It has partiCularl� to the means of propelling the basket or car, BRIDGE GATE_-William J_ Brown and two heads, each having cutting jaws, and pivoted to- there being a propelling line connected at one end with John K. Walker, Coal Cit�, Ill. Combmed with two gether centrall� so that the� coincide when in normal the fixed truck at the other end of the propelling line gates and mechanism for moving them Is a sw\rtging poI!ition, he shanks aud attached handles being curved being a ball o� block and a fixed guide to be engaged brace On the outer end of one gate, while a rack and laterall� from each other, so that when the handles. are i thereb� to take up slack. To send he basket, it Is only pinion mechanism is carried b� the abutting ends of the drawn apart the cutters meet. The handles are msu-
I necessary to pull upon a hand line and lift the ball to he two gates for automatlcall� swinging the brace Into and lated, and the cutters are so arranged that the� ma� top of the gnide he operating line not onl� serving to out of operative position when the gates are moved tobe either pushed or pulled against the wires to be sev- I propel the bask�t, but also as a brake �erefor. ward and from each other. The improvement is adapted ered. 

_ .  CAMP STOVE.-Gootge W. Mings,tNew to automatically close and open the approaches to draw-N UT LOCK. -John D. FlCh tner, U lllon- , Castle Col. This Is a sWt\, which may be so cloileiy bridges with the swinging of the bridge, and is a simple, town, Pa. 'I.'he bolt, according to thi? impro�eme�t, is folded' up as to be carried In a saddle bag, and �et may be strong and positivel� working apparatus to operate a provided with two sets of threads cut m O�PO"lte du:",c- quickly set up for effective service. It has rectangular fence or gat.es by the movement of the bridge. tlons, with nuts fitting the threads, th� mam nut bemg bod� sections hinged together at their ends and a series HERNIAL INSTRUMENT _ _  Alexander provided with a chamber and a sprmg pawl, and the of triangular sections hinged at their bases to the upper Dallas, New York Ci�. This Is a ver� simple implelocking nut being fitted to the reverse thread and pro- edges of the bod� sections and provided with separable ment f{)r use in inguinal and femoral herni.." consisting vided with a ratchet. connections. The stove. as set up, is tr!angnlar in fonn, of a head and handle, the head fiattened and its point LUBRICATOR_ -Nathaniel J_ H Dun- with a door in the front bod� section. smooth and blunted, while Its anterior and posterior sur-
ean, Parkville, Md. A divided grease reservoir adapted OVERALLS_-Phili p J_ Lonergan, Den- faces and outer edge are covered wi h fine, needle-pointto be secured to the connecting rod has tubes leading ver Col. This is a garment in which the outer sides of ed serratlous, the inner edge being smooth and having a from its compartments into the box of the crank, recip- the\egs are open from top to bottom, having along their deep groove. The handle part has a movable cover, 
rocating plungers sliding in the tubes restin� upon �e edges separable fasteuings, while at the opposite ends of which covers the serrations as he implement is introcrank. The device �s of very 
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the front section of the waist portion are extended pull duced. designed to automaticall� dehver JUst the right quantity pieces, thus forming Ii garment which ma� be put on or EARTHENWARE SEWER PIPE .T OINT.-of oil to the crank, without regar� to the speed of the 
I 

taken off with great facility. RobertEwing, 16Shaftesbury/Avenue, London, England. engine or the temperature of the 011. 
• -REFRIGERATOR _ Lansing Bonnell, This is an Improvement, especiall� in that class of joint 

LOOM_-William Britain, Jr_, London, i New York Cit�. The upper ice chamber and lower pro- . with ordinary faucet, and with external shoulder or 
England. ·This invention. relates to looms for producing: vision chamber of this refrigerator are counected b� de- 'Bange on the plain or opposite end of the pipe, made of coir yarn mats and similar fabrics, and provides pile �am tachable lIues, the parts being so arranged as to promote the 88me material as and integral with the bod�. of the 
carriers passing between the reed plates of the batten and a constant circulation of air and an even distribution of pipe. The joint has ample internal space for the luting 
extending nearl� to the fell of the cloth, together with the cold air which passes downward from the Ice cham- or grouting, and affords a double bearlog to the spigot or 
means for causing each carrier to p88B alternatel� on op- ber _ The ice chamber is covered b� a swinging lid which plain end of the pipe, dispensing with the ring or annu
posite sides of the ground warp which passes between has in the center a depre8Ped condenser. Ever� lIue and lar rib at the lip of he socket. The joint is closely and 
the 88me reed,plates. The loom is designed to produce air discharge, as well as the trap, ma� be easU'y removed evenl� fitting, especiall� at the invert or lIoor of the 
a high grade fabric ·in which the tufts of the pile are or thrown open'for inspection and cl",!ning,.� that every tube. 
looped around the ground warps insteall of being eanght part ma� be readilY kept clean and sweet. BUGGY TOp FOLDING DEVICE. _ Lacrob� the wfl"t, as In ordinary pile fabrics. 

lilA W FRAME. _ George 'M. Harriman, ta L. Short, Russellville, Mo. Journaled In the vehicle 
South ThOmBst.;n, Me. This is II frame In . which the box Is a shaft with upwardl� extending arms having a 
brace or central part of a buck saw is pivotall� connected loose connection with the bu� top frame, and down
with the curved end piece of the'luter end of the frame, wurdl� extending arms connected with foot levers, 
allowing the end piece to tilt freeI� in straining the saw whereb� a rocking motion ma� be imparted to the shaft. 
without weakening the frame. The arrangement is such that one sitting on he bugg� 

A:ricnltnral. 
CORN HARVESTER- James E. Per

kins, Brownwood, Texas. This is a machine capable of 
being attached to an� farm wagon, 80 that when the 
WlJgOIl Is drawn over the lIeld it will cut the ears from 
two rowe of com simultaneousl� and deposit the com in 
a receiver at the rear of the cutters. Power is afforded 
by pinions from the rear axle to operate levers which re
ciprocate knives with which the ears are brought in en
gagement by the preeeing down of the corn stalks, the 

seat can by pressure of the foot readl1� open or close the HALF TONE NEGATIVE FOR PHOTO. boggy top at any time while the vehicle Is In motion. I'BoCEssEs.-Frederick J. M. Gerland,Ba�onne, N.J. A The improvement Is readily applicable to all ordinary sensitive plate is, according to this process, subjected a buggy tops. partof the time to a full exposure wi hout a screen, and 
DESIGN FOR FABRIC. - William S. for the remainder of the time of full exposure with a 

screen between the negative and object. By this means FrIedlander, Pasaaic, N. J. The leading feature of � 
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